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ABSTRACT 

As a consequence of increasing functions of primary faculties, the manifestation of social facilities represent an essential a part of the 

spatial  framework of contemporary pedagogic method with a spatially pronounced social part. Irrespective of the scale of the college, 

high level of usability and connectedness of all areas which are typically consequentially multifunctional in character represents one 

amongst the fundamental ways for overcoming of rigid spatial-functional volumes characteristic for science design of traditional faculties. 

In the paper, associate analysis of 3 doable dispositions of social functions was done – of central, linear and injured. Conditioned by 

specific authoritative factors, for each of the spatial dispositions, purposeful characteristics have been systematic. On their basis, it was 

terminated that in optimum conditions of scientific discipline organization of grade school, application of central disposition can to the 

most effective measure contribute to achieving the spatial quality of social functions. 
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INTRODUCTION 

In the earlier architectonic theory and practice, assortment of faculty buildings in terms of the development systems was 

based on a potential ways of grouping of teaching premises (hall system, corridor system, collapsible shelter system, 

mixed sort system... [1,2]), where modest role of the social facilities was as a rule, marginalized. 

Expansion of the facilities in qualitative terms in modern grade school considerably affects revision of existing and 

finding of recent styles of spatial segregation and functional connecting of a spread of education facilities and processes. 

Under the dynamic social changes, new education requirements, and therefore the influence of new tendencies in 

development of design, the structural bulk of faculties is separated according to the perform and purpose of the college 

area, and enriched by the contents for social activities of the scholars and therefore the teaching method premises 

acquire a looser architectonic forms, optimally suited to varied teaching activities and needs of the children from various 

ages and development characteristics. 

Apart from the science styles of the first college that facilitate a more robust interactive enrichment of the learning and 

teaching processes and elevation of scholars activity to the next level, it's notably vital to satisfy the requirements for 

social lifetime of the students, unrelated to the teaching method. during this context, social facilities within the 

abstraction structure of a up to date grammar school are in given the places: 

 With the next level of social engagement of the students, 

 Wherever there is a extremely frequent student communication, 

 Where students gladly congregate in massive numbers throughout breaks, 

 This will be thought-about favorite places for stay by the students, as a result of their openness and visual 

connectedness. 

 

SOCIAL FACILITIES/PROCESSES 

One of the foremost vital problems in efforts to extend the quality and potency of education is provision of 

contemporary abstraction conditions, either through design of new or remodeling of existing primary schools. 

Spatial-functional vary of social contents could vary, primarily in dependence on the requirements relating to size and 

capability of a grade school, structure and contents of the info and implementation of pedagogical methods within the 

teaching and learning process. based on many typically accepted program conditions and principles, under optimal 

conditions sometimes utile area (in some cases it's the audience space), library and information center (mainly as a 

whole) is meant yet because the area for meals for college kids - a large number hall. 

It is important to notice that in reference to some explicit worth orientations in academic and discipline follow and also 

the different requirements of the immediate surroundings where a elementary school is constructed, typically placement 

of social facilities can be expanded or reduced. For example, in colleges with smaller capacity of scholars the mess hall 
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function is taken over by a multipurpose area and or the developed area of assumes the function of multipurpose area 

[1,2] 

SPECIFIC FACTORS OF SOCIAL FACILITIES DISPOSITION FORMING 

The terms of the disposition of social facilities within the abstraction structure of the primary school the probabilities 

have not been sufficiently explored, the objective of this paper is to establish a basic framework of practical 

characteristics and form a starting base for their further analysis and evaluation. 

The choice of one of the potential forms of spatial organization of social facilities can depend on several factors arising 

from the connection between internal needs and external influences in the method of beaux arts style of primary schools. 

In the method, the relevant clusters of important factors are often systematized consistent with the general and specific 

criteria. 

Because of the methodological approach to the present downside, in order to determine the most elementary functional 

values of individual inclinations, it is assumed that in terms of general influential factors (eg., web site conditions - 

natural influences and the created conditions, in the general functional needs, college size...) the prevailing conditions 

are at the optimum level. Considering the perform and purpose of social facilities, pedagogical and the social factors 

stand out from the range of specific authoritative factors. 

Pedagogical factors 

The value aspects of modern pedagogical strategies kind a complex of the factors on whose basis the course of the 

teaching process is decided. The vary of pedagogical factors in the perform of the conception of the fashionable grade 

school relies on primarily the active position of scholars, on the applying of assorted pedagogical strategies, teaching 

aids and sources of learning, through numerous kinds of social work and sizes of the students teams. As highlighted by 

professional person B. Vlahovic: "... some of the boldest predictions suggest the development tends towards a society 

without formal faculties, or a minimum of without a standard style of faculties, to a learning society during which 

several things will be radically totally different than those of the present school system: place of learning, and sources of 

learning, and modes of operation, and length of education, etc." [6]. Flexibility in terms of time and location of attending 

today is incredibly real, as a result of didactically shaped information sources is accessed from several places in varied 

times. 

The modern framework of pedagogical implications indicates the catholicity of a zealous school area that is the 

requirement for variable use of area for teaching and social activities for students. 

In addition, the purposeful transparency of social facilities in primary schools is needed and once it comes to acceptive 

new education innovation [7], and their projection into the prevailing bailiwick volumes. 

It is the issue of spatial disposition of social facilities includes a useful organization that will give a series of shift forms 

to satisfy various needs within the sphere of individual and collective activities of scholars. 

Therefore the multi functional character of social facilities is absolutely determined by adequately defined spatial 

disposition of connected spatial units around which the grouping of individual teaching rooms is completed 

 

Social factors 
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A social factor is considered in two important domains, internal and external. The face of the social facilities to an 

excellent extent may arise from internal requirements relating to possibility of the establishing different levels of 

interaction among students during their stay in this part of the college premises. the fact that "with its field properties a 

certain in which the child resides, is not solely a response to its physical desires, but also has the qualities essential 

within the initial place for the child's psycho-social development" [3]. Therefore, mutual visual links, and spacial 

continuity of social facilities are necessary stipulations in the development of prosocial behavior of scholars.  

Contrary to traditional models of college design, high utility value of social facilities in modern primary schools is 

outstanding in exterior. The context of potential community is required and opportunities of designing and organizing 

varied social events and continued education, the tendency of primary schools changing into a sort of a center for 

education in terms of contents with a really developed network of social functions is very pronounced. The broader 

functional property of primary schools with the local community actually needs correct dispositional layout, a style that 

might modify the appropriate use of social facilities despite the school activities regime. 

DISPOSITION OF SOCIAL FACILITIES IN SPATIAL 

The functional characteristics of social facilities confirm one another in numerous ways in terms of the internal layout, 

thereby building a posh subject field subunit of elementary school. In conjunction with the organization of lessons, 

because the basic subject field module, layout, dispositional characteristics of the social facilities are spatially and 

formally qualitatively outlined and directly projected on the composition and practicality of the subject field style of 

school. 

The analysis of individual useful characteristics, counting on the position of the associated spatial  units and the means 

of their layout, tendencies of social facilities in the overall structure of the school area will be: 

 Dislocated  

 Central  

 Linear 

As for the overall architectural shaping of grammar school, in each conception of spatial organization of social facilities, 

it's necessary to pay spatial attention to the definition of relations with the associated functions, primarily to academic 

facilities, concerning the functional necessities for the combined designs of area, overlapping and integral linking of 

certain facilities. 
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Fig: Spatial Deposition Model  

The spacial analysis and evaluation of social facilities disposition is very prominent when one takes into consideration 

their direct impact on certain components of the pedagogic process and therefore the formation of a qualitatively more 

than required psycho-social condition.  Influencing to a good extent the solutions of the pedagogic observe, the way to 

develop advanced spatial composition in social facilities, affecting the concrete manifestations which in terms of 

functional predispositions is also differentially characteristic. 

Central disposition 

Central disposition includes outstanding consistent grouping of social facilities within the central a part of the spatial 

structure of grammar school, and their relative development around a central communication space. This largely 

provides the visual availability of the associated areas in movement flow. 

The central disposition of the social facilities forms the spatial-functional core of primary colleges, which provides 

varied academic and psycho-social conditions for tiny, medium and huge groups of scholars. The physical diversity and 

functions of the disposition are reciprocally complement, providing the scholars support in establishing totally different 

levels of interaction. Basic useful characteristics of central disposition: 

 The Emphasized volumetric of social facilities themes in the functional structure of primary school, 

 The possibility of linking the adjacent functions and combining them with teaching units, 

 The Optimum chance to make a single area multi-functional of character, 

 The Overall connectedness of area, with the potential of specific sectionalisation according to the model of 

educational activities, 

 The Ability to customize the area to potential changes in education, 
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 The "High level of physical diversity, offers students a sort of support in establishing different levels of social 

interaction" [5], 

 The Partial potential for a broader, freelance linking of primary faculties facilities with native communities, 

conditioned primarily by the shape of the plan. 

 

Fig: Social facilities of central deposition 

Linear Disposition 

The linear disposition of social facilities contains a comparatively linear development of related units in the abstraction 

structure of grammar school. The significance of this disposition is particularly pronounced as terms of the position and 

the equal position of teaching spaces with area for social functions. Very often, the units are often opened to the access 

communication and social facilities. 

The Linear disposition of social facilities forms the core of the house providing students with completely different 

choices in teaching and extracurricular activities. in the context of the flexibility of school house, linear positioning of 

common students areas will ensure prospering establishing of direct functional links with the academic facilities, if they 

have parallel layouts. 

Basic characteristics of linear dispositions: 

 The possibility of single-space organization of the social facilities, through the formation of various pedagogical 

zones in single space, the flexibly connected and separated by instrumentation elements in the contact space, 

 There is the chance of increasing the fundamental functions with complementary facilities, 

 The smooth adoption of new pedagogical innovations, and the projections into the existing field dimensions, 
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 Relative visual connectedness, and continuity of spacial layout affects the balanced relationship between strictly 

outlined and open kind of the physical environment, and the chance of correct interacting enrichment of teaching 

and learning things, as well as of leisure time of the scholars. 

 The ends in linear disposition do not have adjacent facilities or if one among the longitudinal sides, for the most half 

is freed from facilities, the social facilities are often used independently of different segments of the school 

premises. 

 

Fig: Social Facilities in Linear Deposition 

Dislocated disposition 

The Dislocated disposition implies mutual spacial differentiation of social facilities, where the position of the associated 

functions within the spacial structure of the primary school is usually peripheral. The concept of study organization of 

elementary school based on this type of disposition provides sure spacial autonomy of associated spacial units. The 

functional worth of the proposed composition of social facilities reflects within the wide developed, heavily accented 

body of the teaching facilities. 

Basic functional characteristics of injured disposition: 

 The Reduced variability of school area, especially in terms of pedagogic needs related to integral connecting of 

social facilities, similarly as their potential permeating with teaching facilities, 

 The likelihood of adoption of pedagogic innovations is conditioned by the individual functional qualities of the 

social units, the designed position and physical regard to different facilities, 

 The  differentiated physical conditions to comprehend different levels of interaction between participants of the 

pedagogic process are reduced in relatively freelance spatial boundaries of the social facilities, 

 The Optimum potential for extension - extension of social facilities 

 The convenience to use the premises independently of the college operating regime, 

 The wonderful external usability makes this structure design a big abstraction resource at the community level.  
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Fig: Social Facility in dislocation deposition 

CONCLUSIONS 

In the development of recent subject ideas of spacial composition of elementary school as a contemporary instructional 

atmosphere, social facilities area unit one among the main development determinants.  

In the process of style, architectural construct of elementary school largely needs to answer to the question of essence of 

the functioning of the pedagogic process in different spatial constellations of social facilities. although they're 

reciprocally complementary by their purpose, in the field of spatial disposition they can be systematized through 3 

manifestations: central, linear and separated. 

Based on the analysis conducted, variety of advantages of associate field of study organization of primary schools with a 

central social facility disposition is distinguished. This disposition allows achieving a high degree of mutual physical 

and useful variability, as well as exceptional ability to different models of pedagogic and social activities of students and 

academics. Also, there's the chance of wider spatial interaction of instructional functions. Treatment of central 

disposition of social facilities in the field of study organization of primary schools will vary from standard, 

comparatively freelance spatial structures to totally open, transparent field of study layouts. 

Linear disposition, as a shift structure type between a central and injured ones, may be thought-about because the 

optimum resolution, either from the aspect of pedagogic requirements, either in the a part of social factors. However, 

should the final conditions (location, programming ...) allow, useful quality of the plan becomes especially prominent 

once the peripheries of linear dispositions while not adjacent facilities or once one aspect of the longitudinal linear 
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disposition, for the foremost half is free facilities, in order that social facilities may be used independently of alternative 

segments of the school premises. 

Primary colleges architectural construct based on the disposition of dislocated social facilities are only adequate solution 

in situations during which instructional policy does not require the possibility of mutual spatial variability of functions.  

Such solutions are characterized by the extreme flexibility in terms of usability, each internal and the external levels. 

Therefore, the dislocated disposition of social facilities could be a solution that fully opens the school to the area people. 

It is the actual fact that the proposed spatial disposition of social facilities, betting on the intensity of the impact of 

specific factors, to a lesser or bigger extent, will contribute to shaping the practical content of associate school. 

Based on the systematic useful price of disposition of the social facilities, it could be concluded that the best possible 

levels of abstraction and useful quality of primary school can be achieved by applying the central disposition. The 

central social facility disposition is not only a system which will establish a dynamic type of social interaction, both in 

academic and in leisure activities of scholars, but it's conjointly the fine arts thought open to modification, academic 

innovation, a model which will be continuously developed, designed and developed differently depending on the inner 

and external desires of primary school. 
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